MULTI-PURPOSE LABELS
Suitable for Inkjet, laser, colour and copy

Keep your office and home organized, your packages and personal items well identified. Labels suitable for all professional, educational and home uses. They stick firmly to various surfaces and can be color printed in both inkjet and laser printers. Easy to format in most popular word processing systems makes them convenient and easy to use. They come in white with a matt finishing in a wide range of sizes for all your needs. Find them with rounded or square corners for an elegant look.

MULTI-PURPOSE LABELS  CD / DVD

+ Suitable for Inkjet, laser, colour and copy

Keep your CDs and DVDs clearly identified and organized with these Pergamy labels. You can print sharp, vibrant images and text right to the edge of both labels and case inserts and stick them firmly to the surface of the CDs/DVDs. Professional finish including colour printing and suitable for all kinds of printers.

MULTIFUNCTION LABELS

More in my day